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Abstract

In this paper we are presenting a RapidMiner 5 - Information Extrac-
tion Plugin1 which allows the use of information extraction (IE) tech-
niques within the open source datamining software RapidMiner [1]. The
plugin can be seen as an interface between natural language and IE- or
datamining-methods, because it converts documents containing natural
language texts into machine-readable form – preserving the original struc-
tures of the language – in order to extract interesting information like
special entities and relations between these. The plugin is very modular
and easy to use, which makes it applicable and extendable for different
domains and tasks.

1 Introduction

Nowadays more and more information is available spread all over the internet
or other huge document collections. The information is present on websites
(containing pure text on the one hand and html-code on the other hand), in
documents – pdf-documents for instance –, or in log-files and so on. To process
this (daily growing) huge amount of information manually is impossible. There-
fore IE-techniques are used for the automatic identification of selected types of
entities, relations, or events in free text, as [2] says. While some IE-systems
process IE-tasks like for instance Named Entity Recognition (NER) in a some-
how black-boxed way, we present a very modular system, which can easily be
adjusted and extended for already known or new tasks. The plugin presented in
this paper is an update of the (not publicly published) version of the Information
Extraction plugin for RapidMiner 4 [3].

In contrast to only using the IE-functionalities, the already available datamin-
ing operators of RapidMiner allow the use of datamining-techniques in addition

1publicly available at http://www-ai.cs.tu-dortmund.de/SOFTWARE/IEPLUGIN

The plugin is under permanent development to improve, and extend its features. Contact the
author if any questions arise.
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to IE-techniques, or the analysis of information extracted out documents finally
can be done using the existing datamining methods.

The paper further is structured as follows: Section 2 states three paradigms
of data analysis in order to motivate the need of an Information Extraction
plugin. Section 3 defines the schematic process of an information extraction
task. Section 4 finishes the paper with a conclusion.

2 Paradigms of Data Analysis

This Section defines three types of analysis of datasets – namely traditional
datamining, textmining and information extraction. Two of them (traditional
datamining and textmining) already are supported by RapidMiner or its exist-
ing plugins. Information extraction methods and techniques will be supported
by the plugin presented in this paper.

Traditional Datamining:
We use the term traditional datamining to describe tasks which process data
originally containing information units (examples) which are defined by its at-
tributes and the corresponding values. In most of these tasks the particular
examples are independent of each other and the used techniques do not take
in account other examples while processing a specific one. The independent
handling of examples results in a relaxed processing of datasets – examples can
be put in arbitrary batches during a cross-validation, for instance.

Textmining:
Textmining [4] originally converts a bunch of documents into a dataset which
again can be processed by traditional datamining-techniques. One document
is represented by one example. This means that a user just can compare dif-
ferent documents or predict the class/label of one particular document. It is
not possible to extract multiple information units out of the document. The
conversion/processing of the particular documents into information units is the
crucial point.

It is remarkable that the original structure of the document and the text of
the document is destroyed in most of the textmining tasks – for instance if the
bag of word (BOW) representation of a document is created. But, if one is in-
terested in interesting facts nested in the documents this structure is important.

Information Extraction:
During IE a document is split into several tokens which are represented as ex-
amples. These examples could be processed using datamining methods, but –
as we will mention – preseving the structure and using structured models de-
livers better results. In contrast to textmining, processing one example for one
document, for every document more than one example is created.

For the task of NER – which is part or preprocess of IE – a document is
split into its sole words which are classified to be a known entity or not. In this
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case, a token represents a word, but other tokens are conceivable.
Formally, NER is the task to predict the best label-sequence Y for a given

token-sequence X, having seen a sufficient amount of training-pairs < x(i); y(i) >
Traditional entity-types (used in the first NER-tasks at the MUC 6 [5]) are
PERSON, LOCATION and ORGANIZATION.

The first machine-learning based approaches for NER ignored the order of
tokens.They just split the document into tokens and processed each of these
tokens as an example being independent of other tokens/examples.

But the neighborhood of a token is important to make correct decisions for a
token. [6] describes external and internal evidence as being necessary to extract
the correct semantics for a given word.

Therefore, a next step was to encode the neighborhood of a specific token
into the attributes for the token itself. But the examples and the decisions being
made for them still were handled independently.

Further research showed that structured models deliver better results than in-
dependent models. These models like for instance conditional random fields
(CRF) by [7] are working on multiple tokens at a time. This tokens can be
structured in various ways – the most simple case is a linear chain – and the
prediction/class/label for a token is conditioned by the predictions of the to-
kens in the neighborhood of the particular token. To realize this behaviour, it is
necessary to respect the order of the tokens. CRFs for instance are predicting
the best label-sequence Y for a given token-sequence X directly, whereas non-
structured models predict the labels step-by-step. In the case of NER, CRFs
are working on sentence-level which means that the sentence’s structure in all
cases has to be conserved.

This results in many restrictions, and multiple available operators cannot
be used. If a sentence consists of some examples, and the structure must be
conserved, a normal cross-validation cannot be used, because it might destroy
the structure by selecting just some examples of the sentence and not all of
them.

For nearly every information extraction task the structure of the document
and the text of the document is needed and has to be preserved by the Infor-
mation Extraction plugin.

3 Information Extraction Plugin

Figure 1 shows the schematic architecture of the Information Extraction plu-
gin.Unfortunately, we are presenting just an exemplary application flow of an
NER-task here because of the space limitations in this paper. The plugin offers
much more operators like for instance techniques to process whole sentences by
parsers in order to find related entities like in [8].

Input and Tokenization:
If a preprocessed dataset for information extraction tasks is not available, one
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Figure 1: Schema of the Information Extraction plugin process

has the possibility to use the Textprocessing plugin (RapidDoc) to load docu-
ments into RapidMiner. Figure 2 presents the collaboration of Textprocessing
and Information Extraction plugin. A document is read into the process, after
that the operator Documents to Data converts every document into one ex-
ample which contains an attribute storing the complete text of the document.
To tokenize the document (preserving the order of the tokens) the Information
Extraction plugin offers tokenizers like the sentence- and the word-tokenizer.
These tokenizers work in a cascaded way. Tokenizing a document directly into
sole words will give a user no information about the sentences and if a word is in
another sentence than another word. Tokenizing a document into its sentences
first and tokenizing the sentences into words afterwards delivers more and useful
information.

Figure 2: Loading and tokenizing a document

Visualization:
Using the available visualizers allows users to have a look on or to annotate doc-
uments. Figure 3 shows an annotated text. It is possible to visualize different
attributes in texts. On the left side of Figure 3 named entities are colorized,
and on the right side, the id-number of the sentences are colorized.

Preprocessing:
Preprocessing is an important requirement for information extraction. There
are different techniques needed for different tasks in information extraction. If
we have a look on NER we already know that tokens should be enriched by
contextual information. Additionally, examples have to contain generalized in-
formation concerning the token in order to deliver predictive models. Famous
generalizations are suffixes, prefixes or n-grams of the token.
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Figure 3: A document colorized by different attribute-values

Learning:
A CRF-operator can be used to train a structured model on such an enhanced
exampleset, and the already available datamining operators can be used to
compare the structured to an “unstructured” model. For the evaluation of IE
tasks the same validation-measures like for other datamining tasks can be used
(mostly, precision, recall and f-measure). But sometimes a classification is just
correct, if the whole sequence of words is classified correctly (e.g. classifying
’Washington’ as a Location and forgetting to classify the following ’D.C.’ as a
Location, too, causes a mistake and is not partially correct).

Figure 4 shows a complete information extraction task. In this case, an
already tokenized dataset is read, after that the dataset is enriched by contextual
information. Finally, a CRF-model is trained and applied on the same data –
which of course is just done for exemplary reasons.

Figure 4: Learning and applying a NER-model

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an Information Extraction plugin for RapidMiner 5. The plugin
offers information extraction methods by tokenizing documents and by provid-
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ing an example for each token. The tokenization can be done in a cascading
manner allowing different levels of tokens which are needed for various informa-
tion extraction tasks.

The current version of the plugin mostly is based on the exampleset architec-
ture of RapidMiner. But it is planned to base most of the Information Extrac-
tion plugin functionalities into the Document-Object offered by the Textpro-
cessing plugin (RapidDoc).
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